
CHIMAY • Dorée 
Mild & light in taste; floral aromas w/a 
slight hint of smoked malt & a touch of 
bitter. The taste is set by hops, a dash of 
lemon/citrus and coriander.
4.8%        25cL (8.5oz) Glass $10

OUD BEERSEL•Oude LambiekQ
Brewed at Brouwerij Boon and barreled at 
Oud Beersel, this is the base oude lambiek 
for OB’s blends. 
5%  Aspen Glass $8.50

BRASSERIE DE SILLY
Silly Sour Q
A unique brew that blends 13% of tradition-
al dark Saison with 87% of soured ale. The 
delicate malt notes from the Saison manage 
to break through the striking green apple 
sourness upfront and then give way to a 
finishing jolt of lactic sourness! 
5.5%  Goblet $10

BOKOR VANDER GHINSTE 
Cuvée Des Jacobins Rouge Q
Flemish Sour Ale, red w/a balance of malty 
sweetness & acidic sharpness. Made from 
spontaneously fermented, barrel-aged beer 
of at least 18 months in age. 
5.5%  30cL Glass $12

BOON•Geuze Selection Q
To create Geuze on draft, Brewery Boon 
had to take the innovative steps to alter the 
classic formula. It requires a way to keep 
keg pressure down and still produce a “keg 
conditioned” Geuze with a full-bodied 
taste and Boon’s signature sour fruitiness. 
The taste is different to that of the bottled 
Geuze with less carbonation and a different 
mouth-feel experience.
6.3%  25cL Glass $10

VAN HONSEBROUCK 
Kriek Fond Tradition Q
St-Louis Kriek Fond Tradition is a 
traditional cherry beer based on young and 
old lambic. Unlike the original St-Louis 
Kriek Lambic, this beer is unsweetened 
and unfiltered;  the slightly sour touches of 
lambic make their presence felt. 
6.5%                Aspen $8 

ST. BERNARDUS  •  Pater 6 
Traditional dubbel, chestnut in color, 
very fruity w/notes of melon & very fresh 
banana, finishing w/slight bitterness.
6.7%  Goblet $10

DUVEL•Single Fermented
Brewery staff at Duvel Moortgat have en-
joyed the Single Fermentation for decades, 
traditionally cold-filtering a small portion 
of this beer for sale, at only a few select 
locations. Typical Duvel flavors & aromas, 
but it’s lower in alcohol & carbonation, 
and the taste is slightly lighter and crisper.
6.8%  Goblet $8.50

CHIMAY• Première (AKA Red) 
The oldest of the Chimays. Its coppery 
color and sweet, fruity taste make for a 
particularly tasty dark ale.
7%  25cL (8.5oz) Glass $10

KWAK 
Pours w/a fine lasting head with aro mas of 
wheat beer w/hints of bubblegum, vanilla, 
cloves & a touch of spirit. Very smooth 
& spritzy, w/vanilla notes in the palate; 
comes across very light for its strength. 
Sweet malt gives way to a dry finish.
8%  Glass $10

MAREDSOUS • Brune 8
Sherry, allspice, & warm dark caramel 
aromas. Mild smoky roasted grain & dark 
fruit notes in the palate. Hints of tobacco 
& wood; soft sourness in the background.
8%  Goblet $10

TRIPEL KARMELIET by Bosteels
Gol   den ale w/a creamy head. Re strained 
hop pi ness, ge nerous spic ing, fruity ba na na 
& vani l la notes. Still brewed to an authen-
tic beer recipe from 1679 from the former 
Carmelite monastery in Dendermonde.
8%  Goblet $12

ST. FEUILLIEN • Tripel
White, smooth, compact head; pale amber  
that denotes its distinctive maltiness. Rich 
aroma w/aromatic hops, spices, & the 
typical fruity bouquet.
8.5%  25cL Glass $9.50

D’ACHOUFFE•La Chouffe
The Chouffes—gnomes of Fairyland are 
particularly fond of this golden beer, 
with its slight hoppy taste,  notes of fresh 
coriander and fruity tones. 
9%                          33cL Glass $8

DELIRIUM TREMENS by Huyghe
Hoppy strong golden ale w/a lot of Saaz 
character. Spicy hop aroma, creamy nutty 
palate, & fruity dry warming finish.
9%              Goblet $10

BRASSERIE DUPONT  
Avec Les Bon Voeux 
The strongest of Dupont’s farmhouse ales. 
A touch of honey sweetness, grassiness, a 
bit of hop bitterness, some of the distinctive 
Dupont yeasty funk & a nearly perfect 
amount of spritz. 
9.5%                              Goblet $12 

STRAFFE HENDRIK•Quadrupel 
Rich, intense dark ale. Brewed w/a subtle 
blend of specialty malts, giving an extremely 
dark color & complex character. 
11%  25cL (8.5oz) Glass $10

MYRNA LOY’S BIRTHDAY—AUG 2, 1905
( NO, NOT BELGIAN.  JUST WONDERFUL. )

WINE On Tap    

Draft Ci ders & MEAD                

SERVED IN CARAFES
QUARTER (250mL)   HALF (500mL)   750 (750mL)

BELGIAN DRAFTS
TANDEM • Green Man
Inspired by the carvings in the Roman Baths 
in Bath, England—the heart of English cider 
country. Rhode Island Greenings create a 
subtly sweet cider. (Sutton’s Bay, MI)
5%                                         Goblet $6

UNCLE JOHN’S • Perry                                          
Made from juicy Michigan-grown Bartlett 
Pears. Semi-dry & sparkling w/carbona- 
tion; uncommonly refreshing. Showcases 
the delicate freshness of pear, with subtle 

citrus notes. Its buttery and creamy body 
balances its slight acidity. (St. John’s, Mich)
6.5%                                Goblet $6.50

VIRTUE • Michigan Rosé 
A blend of hand pressed heirloom Michigan 
apples aged in French Oak barrels. Wine-
like, with floral notes and a dry, crisp finish.  
6.7%      Goblet $6

Q= Sour

WHITES
2014 GRÜNER VELTLINER 
Pratsch   Austria
100% Certified Organic. Herbal, fresh & 
spicy with notes of white pepper, apple & 
citrus on the palate. It has the “rainwater 
over rocks” minerality that’s desirable in 
Austrian whites. Zippy acidity. 12%

Quarter $12.  Half $24.  750mL $32.

2019 PINOT GRIS
Eola Hills  Oregon
Rich and vibrant, this classic Pinot Gris is 
harvested by hand from the Legacy Estate 
Vineyards in the Eola Amity Hills sub-AVA 
of the Willamette Valley. With crisp natural 
acidity balancing out lush notes of grape-
fruit, honeyed lemon and orange peel, this 
juicy wine is a supreme representation of 
this beloved varietal. 12.5%

Quarter $12.  Half $24.  750mL $32.

2020 BORDEAUX BLANC AOC 
Chateau La Frenelle France
60% Sauvignon Blanc, 30% Semillon, 10% 
Muscadelle. Family-owned since 1789.
Brilliant transparent yellow color w/green 
highlights. Intensely aromatic nose of 
lemons, grapefruit and white peaches from 
the Sauvignon and honeysuckle & acacia 
flowers from the Muscadelle. The Semillon 
brings richness & roundness. Crisp & 
fruity on the palate with a silky long finish.  
12.5%

Quarter $13.  Half $26.  750mL $36.

REDS

2016 MALBEC Mendoza, Argentina
Bodega Calle Alberti 154   
From the highest quality viticultural areas 
around Mendoza. Cool nights refresh the 
grapes & help maintain zesty, fresh fruit 
aromas. Warm days impart ripe berry flavors 
& generous soft tannins. Dry-yet-fruity, 
medium bodied  & a zesty, chocolate citrus 
peel, bacon bits, & earth-accented finish 
with fine chewy tannins.  Unfined and unfil-
tered. 30% aged 12 months in French oak. 
70% in concrete tanks. 14.1%

Quarter $12.  Half $24.  750mL $32.

2018 BARBERA
Ti Amo   Lombardia, Italy
From the Pavia district of Lombardy, this 
100% certified organic wine has the aroma 
of blackberries and spice and is soft but rich 
with a fruity palate. No oak. 13%

Quarter $12.  Half $24.  750mL $32.

2015 NERO DI AVOLA
“Asmodeus”, Poggio Anima Italy
Translates to “Hill of the Soul”. Nero di 
Avola is the most widely planted grape in 
Sicily. Dark red. Aromas of red berries 
violets and spices. Supple on the palate, 
with subtle herbal nuances lifting but not 
overwhelming the wine’s red fruit and sweet 
spice flavors. Finishes smooth with a floral 
note emerging at the end.  13%

Quarter $13.  Half $26.  750mL $36.

2018 RESERVE CÔTES DU RHONE 
Famille Perrin   France
Granache/Syrah/Mourvedre. This ripe 
fleshy wine is chock full of luscious mul-
berry & cassis flavors. Potent & fullbodied 
but a brisk mineral sheen on the midpalate 
lends freshness. Moderately long finish 
framed by fine, soft tannins. An excellent 
choice as one’s everyday red wine. 13.5%

Quarter $12.  Half $24.  750mL $32.

ROSÉS

2019 ROSÉ  Pratsch Austria
100% Zwiegelt.  This 100% organic wine 
is made from estate-grown Zweigelt grapes 
that are similar to Gamay. It is delicate and 
dry, featuring aromas of wild strawberries. 
peaches, and pears backed by crisp refresh-
ing acidity.  13%

Quarter $12.  Half $24.  750mL $32.

SCARPETTA ROSATO 2019  
Frico   Italy
90% Sangiovese, 5% Ciliegiolo, 5% 
Canaiolo. These indigenous grapes are the 
perfect ingredients for an ideal, light-bod-
ied Tuscan rosé. Natural high acidity, crisp, 
tart cherry, and herbaceousness.  13%

Quarter $12.  Half $24.  750mL $32.

VERMOUTH
ATXA VINO VERMOUTH ROJO 
Destlerias Acha   Spain
Enjoy as an aperitif over ice or straight up 
w/a peel of orange or lemon. Traditional 
Vermouth is a fortified & aromatized wine 
macerated w/herbs, fruits and roots. Atxa 
is made in accordance with an old family 
recipe with botanicals including worm-
wood, gentian, & cherry. Notes of licorice 
and wild herbs framed by bitter compo-
nents and a markedly wild berry fruit.15%

4 oz. Glass $7.  
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SOLEMN OATH • End All  
Sunshine-colored with haze for days, this 
IPA boasts a juicy, tropical fruit hop aroma 
with a massive orange-citrus hop flavor.
6%  Pint $6 

MAPLEWOOD•Son of Juice  
A hazy IPA dripping w/fruit juice notes. 
Pilsner malt & oats make a perfect canvas for 
loads of Mosaic, Simcoe & Nugget hops.
6.3%   Pint $7 

3 FLOYDS • Zombie Dust  
Medium-bodied single hop pale ale show-
casing Citra hops from the Yakima Valley.
6.4%  Pint $7 

3 FLOYDS • Barbarian Haze  
It’s no secret that most of 3Fs portfolio is 
hop-forward, flavorful, & unfiltered. With 
Barbarian Haze, they took the hopping 
protocol a bit further, using some new age 
brewing alchemy coupled with their old-
school heavy-handed approach. Fans of the 
style will recognize the complex soft malt 
character that helps balance the generous 
hop additions for supreme drinkability.
6.5%  Pint $7  

DESCHUTES • Fresh Haze
A hazy twist on your main squeeze. (Fresh 
Squeezed! Get it?) Explodes with juicy 
orange citrus & a soft malt body. (Bend, OR)
6.5%  Pint $7

DOVETAIL • Peche Q  
From their Spontaneously Fermented series. 
Just one barrel exists of this traditionally- 
made beer, aged on peaches from a tree in 
Hagen’s aunt & uncle’s yard. A very limited, 
draft-only release.  
6.5%  Aspen Glass $8

OFF COLOR•Apex Predator 
Farmhouse Ale w/the sweet scent of juicy 
fruit & hazy, golden body. Generous Crystal 
dry-hopping completes the dry finish with a 
fruity bite.
6.5%  Tall Goblet $6 

SPENCER  • Trappist Ale  
America’s First Trappist Beer. Inspired by  
the traditional refectory ales known as pat-
ersbier—“fathers’ beer” in Flemish—brewed 
by the monks for their dinner tables. This 
is a full-bodied, golden-hued ale w/fruity 
accents,  dry finish & light hop bit- terness, 
unfiltered & unpasteurized, preserving live 
yeast that naturally carbonates the beer in  
bottle & keg. (Spemcer, Mass)
6.5%  Goblet $10

OMMEGANG • Solera Q
(formerly Pale Sour) Elegant, drinkable 
Sour. Fine interplay of sweet & sour; soft 
mouthfeel w/delicate body and clean finish. 
(Cooperstown, NY) 
6.9%                 Goblet $7 

BELL’S • Two Hearted Ale
Bell’s most bitter ale, beau tifully copper 
colored, w/dense creamy head & full blast 
of hops! (Kalamazoo, MI)
7%  Pint $6

NEW BELGIUM • La Folie Q
NB’s orignal wood-conditioned beer, rest-
ing in French Oak barrels for 1- 3 years. 
With sour apple notes, dry effervescence, 
& ear thy undertones. (Ft. Collins, CO) 
7%  Goblet $7.50

18TH STREET • Rise of the Angels
Helping to resurrect your palate from the 
doldrums,this Imperial IPA bursts onto 
your tongue w/a blast of grapefruit zest 
followed by a parade of floral, citrus hops.  
(Hammond, IN)
7.7%  Pint $7

PLANK • Heller Weizenbock  
Winner of 7 World Cup Beer Medals. Dark 
golden w/thick white head. Notes of honey, 
caramel, citrus and of course the classic phe-
nols banana, vanilla & clove, the hallmarks 
of the Bavarian wheatbeer style. Touch 
of sweetness, rich fruit {banana, blood 
oranges}, creamy malt texture with notes of 
raisins & toffee. Gentle hint of hops. Long, 
sweet-fruity finish, very well balanced by its 
spiciness. (Bayern, Germany)
7.8%  Pint $8.50 

HALF ACRE•Hallow   
Hazy DIPA with big stone fruit and tropical 
vibes, finishing with pungent pine resin. 
Super soft and fluffy mouthfeel. Clean and 
mild bitterness. 
8%  Imp. Half Pint $5

BOULEVARD • Tank 7
A Boulevard version of a tra d Bel gian-style 
farmhouse ale. A big surge of fruity aro-
matics & grapefruit-hoppy notes; tapers to 
a peppery, dry finish. (Kansas City, MO)
8.5%  Goblet $7.

DOGFISH HEAD• 90 Minute IPA 
Esquire Magazine calls it “perhaps the best 
IPA in America.” An imperial IPA best 
savored slowly, 90 Minute has a great malt 
backbone that stands up to the extreme 
hopping rate. (Milton, DE)
9%  Imperial Half Pint $6 

SPITEFUL   
The Whale Tickler
Imperial Double IPA with mangos. Big 
refreshing kick.
9.2%  Imperial Half Pint $5

BROOKLYN  
Black Chocolate Stout
Russian Imperial Stout w/dark chocolate 
aroma & flavor achieved through the artful 
blending of 6 malts & 3 distinct mashes.
(Brooklyn, NY)
10%  Imperial Half Pint $5

OEC
Oudilis Cassis Oryza 
A special  3-way blend using 2-year-
old Hanssen’s Cassis with currants, 
Kiuchisake and an OEC sour ale with 
freshly picked currants from their orchard 
matured in oak barrels for 9 months. 
(Oxford, CT)
10.2%  Aspen Glass $12

UNIBROUE        
Blonde de l’Enfer
This golden blonde ale—the “Blonde from 
Hell”—is brewed w/a unique Belgian yeast 
strain to celebrate Unibroue’s 25th anniver-
sary. Smoothly & artfully crafted to delicately 
balance spice, malt, & hop flavors with fine 
Champagne-like effervescence.  (Chambly, 
Montreal)
10.5%  Imperial Half Pint $7

REVOLUTION    
Freedom of Speech  Q
Peach Kettle Sour made with Greek yogurt, 
peach concentrate, and Saison yeast. Lacto 
strains in the yogurt produce a tart character 
to balance the peachy sweetness. 
4.4%  Tall Goblet $6

SURLY • Hell
Not unlike a Zwickel Bier from Germany. 
Filtered & fermented w/lager yeast. Amer-
ican hops takes a back seat to the Pils malt 
sweetness & fresh bread aroma. The color 
is... hell (Deutsch for light).   (Minneapolis)
4.5%  Pint $5

BEGYLE • Blonde   
Supremely easy-drinking American Blonde 
Ale with a faint estery profile balanced by 
slight bitterness.
5.4%  Goblet $5 

FIRESTONE WALKER • DBA
Double Barrel Ale. The beer that started it 
all in 1996 A tribute to the tradi- tions of 
the great British Pale brewers of Burton-on-
Trent using Firestone Union oak barrels to 
create a mild blend of vanilla & toasted oak 
flavors touched w/an elegant hint of English 
noble hops. (Paso Robles, CA)
5%  Imperial Pint $7

HIRTER MORCHL • Dunkel    
Deep brown lager brewed w/soft mountain 
spring water &  roasted malts at a brewery 
founded in 1270. Very smooth and refresh-
ing w/dominant roasted malt flavors and 
just a hint of hop bitterness. (Austria)
5%  Glass $7

SIERRA NEVADA • Pale Ale
Deep amber color and an exceptionally 
full-bodied, complex character. Generous 
quantities of premium Cascade hops for fra-
grant bouquet and spicy flavor. (Chico, CA)
5%  Pint $6

UNIBROUE        
Blanche de Chambly
Produced with a blend of Quebec unmalted 
wheat & very pale barley malt to which spices 
& natural aromatics are added, along with a 
light hopping. (Chambly, Quebec, Canada)
5%  Goblet $5

ALLAGASH • White
Traditional Belgian-style wheat beer, light 
& slight ly cloudy w/a blend of spices. Long-
time Hopleaf mainstay! (Portland, ME)
5.1%  Pint $6

DOVETAIL • Vienna Lager  
Copper in color w/a warm 100% Vienna
malt character & Styrian Golding hop finish.
5.1%  17oz. Glass $7.50

AROUND THE BEND • Vera  
Delicate pistachio cream ale with Caravienne 
malt that adds a touch more body.
5.2%   Pint $6.50

AYINGER • Bavarian Pils  
This glimmering, light-yellow Bairisch 
Pils exudes the flowery fragrance of 
aromatic hops from the Hallertau region of 
Bavaria. Highly fermented, smooth, mild & 
sparkling, with a pleasing bitterness at the 
end.”The flavor of a  fruitful barley harvest.” 
(Bayern, Germany)
5.3%  Pint $6 

HALF ACRE•Pony Pils  
A firm take on the classic German style, 
aimed to quench the masses. German hops 
and malts are braided together to release the 
crisp awakening your summer self needs.  
5.5%  Pint $6

METROPOLITAN • Flywheel  
The spicy hop flavors & bitterness you 
expect in a Pilsner, but with the malt bill 
amped up for balance. Gentle hop aroma  
proceeds into the firm malt flavors of bread 
or biscuit. Earthy & bright hop bitterness;. 
Everything wraps up dry and crisp.
5.5%  Pint $6

ANCHOR • Porter
A blend of specially roasted pale, caramel, 
chocolate, and black malts, along with 
top-fermenting yeast, creates complexity 
without bitterness. (San Francisco, CA)
5.6%  Pint $6S
ART HISTORY • Lincoln Highway
Longtime Chicago beer aficionados will be 
glad to know that Greg Browne has found 
a new home to brew his nailed-down solid 
versions of classic styles. This is his Ameri-
can Pale Ale, perfectly balanced between its 
Cascade hops & malt sweetness, aromatic, 
refreshing and crisp. (Geneva, IL) 
5.8%  Pint $6 

BELLS • Oberon 
Light-bodied American wheat beer that’s 
easy-drinking & thirst-quenching w/notes 
of biscuits, lemon, yeast & floral hops. 
5.8%  Pint $6

GREAT LAKES Dortmunder Gold
Smooth lager w/more body & less hops 
than a pilsner, less malt & more hops than a 
Munich-style lager. (Cleveland, OH)
5.8%  Pint $6.

ANCHOR • Liberty Ale
Orig. brewed in 1975 to commemorate 
Paul Revere’s ride; a copper-hued, heavily 
hopped ale w nose to match. (S.F., CA)
5.9%  Pint $5 

3 FLOYDS • Grape of Smash  
A tart mixed-fermentation Saison   Q 
brewed with Chardonnay & Viognier 
grapes. Fermented & aged for over a year.
6%  Aspen $8 

BRASSERIE DES  
FRANCHES-MONTAGNES        
√400 Saison Q
Special Edition II. Pleasantly tart barrel-aged 
saison brewed with rhubarb which imparts 
a balanced slight bitter edge and unique 
sweetness. (Saignelégier, Switzerland0)
5%  Aspen $10
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Q

PERENNIAL 
Pontoon Breeze Q
(formerly Hopfentea) A wave of tropical fruit 
& spice brighten this lively, tart wheat ale, 
taking the German Berliner Weisse tradition 
on an island run. Steeped on a house-made 
tea blend of mango, papaya, hibiscus & 
lemongrass. (St. Louis, MO) 
4.2%  Goblet $7.50 


